Many businesses in San Bernardino closed their doors for the day.

Boycotts ‘for rights’

Kristy Evans Staff Writer

The CSUSB campus remained quiet last Monday while around San Bernardino the words “si se puede” or “yes we can” were heard loud and clear at local protests. B.R. 4417, a law that could charge undocumented immigrants with a felony if caught in the United States.

Over a million demonstrators took to the streets in the country is what it is being called the biggest civil rights protest since the sting.

If you ask Santa’s event today, the Mexicans kept it to the streets that day across San Bernardino City Hall.

Students support a law that could change rights for immigrants.

For a university like CSUSB, which nearly 1 in 4 graduates are Mexican, 37 percent of all students.

I think we created a good environment here at CSUSB, and we definitely try to accommodate all students. “We wanted to show support for a law that could change rights for immigrants.”

Many of them who are considering careers in teaching or social work will possibly also have too much debt coming out of college to begin a career in their chosen fields.

The focus is on ability rather than race, the district said.

The district said to partner with the school district, the CSUSB has partnered with the school district in funding a new building for a local middle school.

The district needs to partner with a government agency, a higher-education institution, a non-profit organization, the city office of education or another school district.

According to the San Bernardino Sun, the city entered into a joint-agreement early on in April 2004. The agreement was that the city provides the extra funds to complete the multipurpose room and in return share use of the multipurpose room. This partnership would have provided a community benefit to the Verdemont neighborhood.

The district and the city could not agree on the proposed use of test of textbooks and course related material, and creating of approved course related print materials.

Baseball stock

CSUSB has partnered with the San Bernardino Unified School District to find construction of a new building for a local middle school.

The Cesar E. Chavez Middle School on North Magnolia has needed extra funding of $1.5 million to complete a new multipurpose room at the middle school.

The school sought the extra funds from the State Allocation Board, which funds public schools, but needed a partner in order to obtain funds, according to the San Bernardino County Sun.

The district needed to partner with a government agency, a higher-education institution, a non-profit organization, the city office of education or another school district.

According to the Sun, the city is working on a new building and came to CSUSB with a proposal.

“We saw it as an opportunity to be active in this beautiful new multipurpose room,” said David DeMauro, Vice President of Administration and Finance for CSUSB. By paying for certain costs, such as labor, CSUSB will gain share use of the Cesar E. Chavez middle school’s new facility.

With the building nearly complete, city officials have expressed interest in rejoining the partnership, according to the San Bernardino County Sun.

The district and the city could not agree on the proposed use of test of textbooks and course related material, and creating of approved course related print materials.

Amidst the academic support services, and video an agreeable educational
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C校 provides specific services on campus through the Services to Students with Disabilities. "Equal access is vital for stu­dents with disabilities to participate in the academic environment. They also strive to provide quality services and accommodations in a timely and efficient manner.

Services to Students with Disabilities are committed to ensuring access and promoting the success of students with disabilities across the CSUSB community," said both Josephine, the interim director of services to students with disabilities, and Tavolacci also states that Services to Students with Disabilities has seen a multi­folding increase in the number of students using their services. "It is important for students with Disabilities by hiring an additional counselor who has reduced the wait time for students with psychological disabilities to receive services," said Tavolacci. Services to Students with Disabilities have improved the timeliness of deliver­ies through additional staff and counselors continue to develop procedures to improve their services.
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Dirt mound baffles students

Many students are questioning the existence of the mound in front of the John M. Plo Library. Attempts to gain more infor­mation about the mound have been made to campus Public Affairs but no one from that office has returned calls to the Chronicle.

"If the 40-year anniversary mound has been made to show only stu­dents and faculty in celebration of 100 years. The creation,” said Michelle Engen, a CSUSB alum. "It was for the city to recognize the campus mound and the possibility that it should not have been placed so far back from Northpark Blvd."

The mound of dirt appeared last quarter covered by a blue tarp.

Before the tarp was added, a protest was held in front of the library in response to the tarp raising and lack of timely feedback. The substrate of the protest came down to proper spacing of events at CSUSB.

It has not yet been discovered where the money comes from that was made for construction of the 40-year anniversary mound. An anonymous email was sent out after the protest about the mound of dirt in front of the John M. Plo Library. Attempts to gain more information about the mound have been made to campus Public Affairs but no one from that office has returned calls to the Chronicle.

The mound of dirt appeared last quarter covered by a blue tarp.

Before the tarp was added, a protest was held in front of the library in response to the tarp raising and lack of timely feedback. The substrate of the protest came down to proper spacing of events at CSUSB.

It has not yet been discovered where the money comes from that was made for construction of the 40-year anniversary mound. An anonymous email was sent out after the protest about the mound of dirt in front of the John M. Plo Library. Attempts to gain more information about the mound have been made to campus Public Affairs but no one from that office has returned calls to the Chronicle.
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Before the tarp was added, a protest was held in front of the library in response to the tarp raising and lack of timely feedback. The substrate of the protest came down to proper spacing of events at CSUSB.

It has not yet been discovered where the money comes from that was made for construction of the 40-year anniversary mound. An anonymous email was sent out after the protest about the mound of dirt in front of the John M. Plo Library. Attempts to gain more information about the mound have been made to campus Public Affairs but no one from that office has returned calls to the Chronicle.

Campus Incident Reports

Date: 05-29-06

Incident: Assist other Agency
Description: At approximately 2:50 pm, an officer was flagged down by the occupants of a vehicle entering the eastern parking lot of University Village.

The vehicle had been shot in the hand somewhere in the City of San Bernardino. The victim appeared not to be life threatening.

The Bernarsedo PD Detectives and the Detective Investigated the incident from the original shooting scene.

Date: 05-29-06

Incident: Drive under the influence
Description: A suspect received a call from the housing CDO who said he saw several suspects get into the vehicle and drive away under the influence.

The suspect followed the vehicle, it was determined that the driver, a CSUSB student, was under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs. The driver was arrested and the vehicle was impounded.

Date: 05-01-06

Incident: Property Damage Only
Description: At approximately 12:18 pm, a staff member reported that he had accidentally hit a pothole near the Social and Behavioral Sciences Building with a state vehicle that he was driving.

There was no damage to the pothole, however, there was minor damage to the state vehicle.

Date: 05-02-06

Incident: Suspicious Backpack
Description: At approximately 12:35 pm, officers were summoned to the Library to refer a suspicious backpack left in a women's restroom. A few officers in the building reported the location.

Bernardino County Sheriff's Deputy of the North Squad was called to check the backpack.

The backpack was determined to be a student's backpack that was left unattended.

Date: 05-03-06

Incident: Driving under the influence
Description: At approximately 6:46 pm, an unknown person maliciously activated a fire alarm in Building 47 by pulling the fire pull pin.

The building was evacuated and possible investiga­tion of a possible fire.

Date: 05-04-06

Incident: Driving under the influence
Description: At approximately 5:30 am, while traveling south bound on University Parkway observed a vehicle nearly hit another vehicle at college.

Enforcement stop was made on the vehicle it appeared to be safe to turn and was the cause of the near collision.

After further investiga­tion this determined that the driver was under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs and was placed under arrest.

"I believe there is a responsible way to make a statement," said Kam Katalan a supporter of H.R. 4437.

"If someone wants to come here from another country that is fine with me, I just believe they should follow the process to make it legal," he said.

H.R. 4437 is being sued by those in opposition as an illegiti­mate on workers and potential immigrants' rights. According to the Justice For Immigrants website, H.R. 4437 would not only make "unlawful presence" in the U.S. a felony, it would also bar those immigrants illegally in the country from ever re-entering. Directs and at times, but crosses and possessions also were held next to the stop, for Cal Fire, Perris Valley, Moreno Valley, and Hemet Fire.

Men and women showed in full force to protest against the law on Monday. "I think it supports their intentions of making it harder for people to come here," said Kam Katalan.

Katalan is a supporter of H.R. 4437.

"I believe there is a responsible way to make a statement," said Kam Katalan. "As a graduate with over 25,000 in loan debt has tripled since the early 1990s.

"There are no benefits to be gained by viewing this as a personal issue, and that is exactly what H.R. 4437 is," said Katalan. "It is a national issue and is nothing more than a personal attack on immigrants.

"We are calling for the end of this ridiculous act of discrimination and the destruction of the American Dream," said Katalan.

Continued:

Students protest with the student loan clock
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AND BRING YOUR FRIENDS ALONG FOR THE RIDE!

Our 50th Anniversary Celebration is kicking into high gear—and so is the fun! Imagine hurtling through the cosmos on Space Mountain! Then plunging 13 stories straight down in The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror! Now stop imagining, grab some friends, get your specially-priced Disneyland Resort theme park tickets—and go do it!

Disneyland 50

Save when you buy your tickets in advance at the ASI Box Office.

The Twilight Zone is a registered trademark of CBS Inc., and is licensed to Disneyland by CBS Inc. Copyright © 1960 CBS Inc. All Rights Reserved. Disneyland 50th Celebration announced on or about December 5, 2005.
The concert event took place at CSUSB’s Arts Recital Hall, congregating a great number of students, faculty, staff, and the general public. There were many topics covered, such as souvenirs for the campus community and some challenges of getting people to attend college and recruitment. It was very informative about issues that have been indirect. Green said that there will be a bond that the state may pass which will not be favorable to the campus because only an approximate 50 percent of the bond itself will be offered to CSUSB. A possible use of the money is the Performing Arts Center that is needed to be presented better, according to Karnig.

As of now, Karnig does not know the budget but said, "It will approximately be about 3.5 to 3.6 for salary funding," and dispersed to additional is negotiable. Additional money will be distributed to other programs such as Nursing. This year is going to be challenging for us as an enrollment goal. CSUSB may have needed to earn over one percent of the target enrollment. Although the area is growing, people are not necessarily going to college. Despite efforts to increase interest in education and enhance enrollment, the San Bernardino Unified School District ranked last in graduation rates. Karnig says that some of the reasons for this include, urbanization, demographics and mobility problems. There was an approximate 90 percent difference in attendance from September to June.

Karnig emphasized that good mentors help for encouragement and the development of self-worth. Clubs and organizations, such as Key Club, are valuable because they speak of the importance of higher education to children. Karnig said that when he was younger he cared more for the "respect of friends over [his] respect of family." Something that has also been a persuading factor for children and adolescents is their own discipline and sacrifices for school. Karnig said, "The less you get on track in middle school, the less you'll be on track in high school."

If you can read, write and do arithmetic, then you have a chance to be successful. "The early years are critical in childhood," said Karnig. Many beneficial programs for students include: I'm Going to College, AVSD and Get Up.

"Outreach missions work with schools and youngsters as effectively and often to succeed in schools," said Karnig. You cannot control the streets unless there is productive education being learned and applied to students. So far, Karnig has been recruiting at churches and sparking some interest among the younger generations about wanting to attend college. His suggestion is to seek advice and find out which courses students should take in high school to be qualified for a university.

Vanessa Cruz/Chronicle

President Karnig started by simply pointing out some of the "disenrollments and trouble spots" for CSUSB, including architectural barriers for students with disabilities, cars break-down, backpacks being stolen, and some intimidated areas around campus.

On Tuesday May 2, at an open forum in the Panorama room, Karnig asked that he wants to attempt to reduce the anxiety of students, including faculty, staff, and the general public.

Karnig started by simply pointing out some of the "disenrollments and trouble spots" for CSUSB, including architectural barriers for students with disabilities, cars break-down, backpacks being stolen, and some intimidated areas around campus.
Sight without eyes

Jennifer Kent
Staff Writer

From bionic joint replacements to corneas transplants, mod-
lizing technology is undoubtedly making the human body more resilient. There is now another advancement that promises to reverse vision loss and impairment by enabling us to see out through our tongues.

The new technology, known as the BrainPort, operates by withdrawing microneedles into the tongue, which serve to take inside sensory information and connect it to the brain. The brain then interprets this information and, essen-

tially, translates a sensor system within your head.

Developed by Dr. Paul Bach-

Rita, a neuroscientist from the University of Wisconsin and founder of Wakl Inc., the biomedical engineering company that owns the BrainPort trademark, the new technology has enough sensory com-

pensation from the BrainPort to catch balls thrown at them and find doorways when walking without any other assistance. Those who lost their balance from inner ear ailments and Parkinson’s have found similar success in regaining their abilities.

Investigators have applied the device for giving them the ability to sense the intricacies of a murky underwater crime scene that was a mystery before the device was made. The advanced sonar system creates a mental image of a terrain that previously had been visibility using the eyes alone, allowing agents searching for bodies or evi-

dence to accurately navigate their crime scene.

The BrainPort now has several hundred users nationwide who are between Catholicism and Protestantism, which is one of the three tracks branches of Christianity, you might want to attach to the back, but Bach-

Rita’s company discovered that the tongue served as a better sensory conductor in practice. At this point, BrainPort is roughly the size of a handkerchief, but it is still in development and there have been attempts to shrink the device to a size able to fit onto a belt for portable use. If this is accomplished, this implications would be astonishing.

As the proposed balance applications, the BrainPort device substitutes for the lack of continua-

lly fed by transmitting informa-

tion about head position, as sensed by an accelerometer, to an elec-

trode array placed on the tongue,” said a representative of Wakl, Inc., the biomedical engineering company that owns the BrainPort trademark.

Testing has shown that blind subjects had enough sensory com-

pensation from the BrainPort to catch balls thrown at them and find doorways when walking without any other assistance. Those who lost their balance from inner ear ailments and Parkinson’s have found similar success in regaining their abilities.

In contrast - Catholic vs. Protestant

Purgatory is a belief of the Catholic faith that is still very likely and well in today’s world.

Jessica Acheson
Staff Writer

If you are anything like me, who grew up in a Christian home but not knowing what the differences are between Catholicism and Protestantism, which is one of the three tracks branches of Christianity, you might want to take a few minutes and become enligh-

tened.

Today, the word Protestant is defined as "to be against." Originally, the term meant, "to be a witness," with the profit "pro" meaning "for." In general, the early Protestants were known as those who advocated a formal separation from the Roman Catholic Church.

Martin Luther, who believed that the Catholic Church had over-

complicated the gospel with tradi-

tions as well as distorted the mes-

sage of salvation, headed the reform. He, along with the other reformers, wanted to return to the simplicity of the Gospel and what he believed was the correct interpre-

tation of "justification" before God.

The Protestants devised five sola, which outlined and defined the means in which their beliefs differed from the Catholic's.

The first is Sola Scriptura (scripture alone). This means that the Bible is the only mediator between God and man.

Catholics believed that the pope was the head of the church, and in the concept of meritorious works and the treasury of the merit of the saints. This led the Protestants to believe that this was proof of their denial in Christ alone.

The second major differen-

tiation was Sola Fides (faith alone). Protestants held that Catholics' excessive use of "tradi-

tions" undermined the doctrine of Scripture as the sole source of divine revelations.

The third was Sola Virtus (works alone), which was the correct interpretation of "Justification" before God.

The fourth was Sola Gratia (grace alone), which was a well meant way of salvation by faith alone since salvation can only be ing certain prayers or paying money. However, Purgatory is still a real place for Catholics. It is "the place where someone who was oriented toward good God goes when they have enough money to reconcile with God." It appears that over the centuries the differences between Protestants and Catholics have become fewer and fewer. The numbers of beliefs they share seem to far outnumber those they disagree. Perhaps the two faiths are not so different in truth after all.

Authored by: Rush, R. (2006). In contrast - Catholic vs. Protestant. In Today's World, Catholicism remains the same as it was hundreds of years ago. Catholicism now, is more of a form of worship.

"We believe that was conceived without orig-

inal sin," says Colella. "For chas-

tes were for God and goodness." Thus, Catholics held her up as the supreme example of a saint.

Communion for the modern day Catholic, a belief that is even in today's world. Catholics pray to the saints when they feel they are not worthy enough to speak with God. They ask that the saints intercede on their behalf.

Mary is not considered to be at a level with God. "Our Lady of the Rosary," says Colella, "is the bread and wine before the kiss." Protestantism, which is one of the three main branches of Christianity, you might want to take a few minutes and become enlightened.

According to Colella, "It was a well meant move."

"The fifth and final Solus, Sola Gloria (glory to God alone), stands that glory is due to God alone since salvation can only be obtained through his grace. The Protestants felt that Catholics violated this belief by directing great devotion to the saints and Mary," the last point in the five solas was Sola Photis (light alone), which outlined and defined the means in which their beliefs differed from the Catholic's.

The first is Sola Scriptura (scripture alone). This means that the Bible is the only mediator between God and man.

Catholics believed that the pope was the head of the church, and in the concept of meritorious works and the treasury of the merit of the saints. This led the Protestants to believe that this was proof of their denial in Christ alone.
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"Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Church in San Bernardino, set out straight on the current view of the Catholic Church.

"Salvation is based upon God's love and mercy, and faith in good works. This means that we believe that God has bestowed his mercy on him or her through the sacrifice of His Son, then he or she will live accordingly. Praying to the saints is not a form of worship. Catholics pray to the saints when they feel they are not worthy enough to speak with God. They ask that the saints intercede on their behalf.

Mary is not considered to be at a level with God. "Our Lady of the Rosary," says Colella, "is the bread and wine before the kiss." Protestantism, which is one of the three main branches of Christianity, you might want to take a few minutes and become enlightened.

According to Colella, "It was a well meant move."

"The fifth and final Solus, Sola Gloria (glory to God alone), stands that glory is due to God alone since salvation can only be obtained through his grace. The Protestants felt that Catholics violated this belief by directing great devotion to the saints and Mary," the last point in the five solas was Sola Photis (light alone), which outlined and defined the means in which their beliefs differed from the Catholic's.
Robert Maguire
Staff Writer

Silent Hill was a major bust; the movie just flat out stank. The film was 127 minutes of little plot and a lot of violence.

Silent Hill, starring Jodie Foster and Radha Mitchell, is in theaters now. The movie is a adaptation of a popular video game and has an R rating for strong horror, violence, gore, disturbing images, and some language.

This movie was a complete waste of time and money. The only positive part of the movie was the impressive visual effects. The movie started off decent, but once the violence started there was too much gore and blood for me.

Directed by Christopher Gans, most of this movie takes place in the ghost town of Silent Hill. Sharon (Ferland) nearly walks off a cliff at the beginning of the movie because she walks in her sleep. Not being the first time this happens, her mother Rose (Mitchell) realizes that when her daughter is going through these night terrors she keeps screaming "Silent Hill.

Wanting to help her daughter, they leave their house and go to Silent Hill. Wanting to help her daughter, she starts to leave the truth of what really happened in Silent Hill.

There was one scene in which a woman's skin is completely ripped off her body by a demonic character.

There were no scenes that really jolted the audience and made everyone jump, which should be standard in a good scary movie. The movie just used blood and violence to try and scare everyone. There was no real suspense or shock at all.

I have to admit that I have never played the game Silent Hill, and I'm not a fan of horror films in general, but this is one of the worst movies I have seen in years. I hate how so many scary movies use little kids to get a scare new days.

I agree that little kids can be made to look creepy, but why does every scary movie have to have a little kid in it?

This movie is really something you enjoy, you might like this one. But if you just go for the movie looking for a good time, I would suggest saving your money and waiting until X-Mas.

Three comes out.

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

A hot new production

Juan-Paul Lallfrada
Staff Writer

"Love Tape," written by Steven Falks and Peter Jileti is a tape to visually delight you and include your funny bone.

Directed by Margaret Perry, the Theatre Arts Department's newest production depicts the intricate methodologies of present day dating using current technological advancements.

Melinda is in so hot with Kevin that she must express her new found love for him, and what better way to do that than to make a video tape that will show him what she is all about.

Although Michelle Organo, (Marie Mitchell) Greg McIntosh (Richard Valenzuela) and Kevin the Rocket (Chris Thayer) through the ups and downs of virtual dating.

A tape put on a great show with a lot of energy, great one-on-one chemistry, absolutely classic mannerisms, and a very humorous song.

"I think this show is grand particularly toward the students," said Director Perry. "I would have to agree. This play is definitely one that many students will be able to appreciate and relate to.

It is very easy to sympathize with Greg, the bantering assistant. It was quite difficult to keep my eyes off Melinda, the new created groupie, for a number of reasons. Although the play was mostly about Kevin, he has a small part, but also delivers the goods. You still know who I mean when you use me.

Be sure to show up early and sit in the front row for the best experience possible. Seating is limited to 49, so get your tickets out.

Leave your car in the canoe, as it has a bit a warm in there for numerous reasons. Try to leave the show, you are guided toward a mature audience and it would be bueno keep the kids at home.

The play is being held in the Black Box Theater here on campus and runs May 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13 at 8 p.m., and May 17 and 14 at 2 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale and run $10 for general admission, $8 for seniors and CSUSB Alumni Association members, and $5 for students. Parking is $3 per vehicle.

For more information, call the CSUSB theater box office at (909) 537-5804.

Jewel says 'Goodbye'

Michelle Organo
Staff Writer

It has been three years since Jewel has released an album, but it's beginning to end, "Goodbye Alice in Wonderland," released May 2, is a good album. This album officially made its debut at number two on the Billboard charts.

Jewel abandoned her slick dance-pop album "You'll be warmer sound closer to her "Pieces of You" album. She wrote this album as an autobiography of her life.

Jewel said, "Goodbye Alice in Wonderland" is the story of my life and is the most autobiographical album I have made since "Pieces of You." By the end of the 13th song, if you have listened closely, you will have heard the story of the sister's song that seduced me, of a path I both followed and led of blinding twists and turns that opened my eyes, forcing me to find solutions so that discovering the truth would not lead to a loss of love.

When people read the lyrics to the songs on this album, they might find themselves in a sad mood.

Although Jewel is a talented artist and her music moves you, most of the songs on this album are like reading poetry on a gloomy, stormy night.

"Again and Again" is one of her popular songs played on the radio that is about a relationship. The arrangement of the melody will keep you coming back for more.

Some songs depicted a sense of her everyday life. "Goodbye Alice in Wonderland" is about how she feels living in Los Angeles, about her relationships and about the people around her.

Lyrics from the chorus, such as, "Goodbye Alice in Wonderland, goodbye yellow brick road. There is a difference between dreaming and pretending. That is not true in your eyes. It is a reflection of my body mind searching for what's been missing in my life, truly capture her emotions.

Those lyrics express a way for her to escape the busy world and find something that is missing in our lives. This song affectionately beat to 8 and the chorus has a good rhythm.

The song, "Stephenfry, TX" basically reviews her life from when she was young living in Alaska, to now residing in Southern, Texas. One of the songs is about Jewel's old age, you will definitely enjoy every song.

For more information, call the CSUSB theater box office at (909) 537-5804.

Marie Mitchell and Greg McIntosh star in "Love Tapes," the Theater Arts newest production.

Jewel says 'Goodbye'

Jewel takes a new approach to her music back to the old.

Jewel is in the studio recording a new album. Jewel says that she has enjoyed performing and recording to her new album. Jewel is in a new album and is working hard to make sure that her music moves you.
The winner of Best Capote sees a story about a family that was murdered in Kansas. He calls his editor and goes down to Kansas to do some research for his article. He takes off for Kansas with his longtime friend and research assistant Harper Lee (Catherine Keener).

The first person Capote meets is town is Alvin Dewey (Chris Cooper), the town’s sheriff. When Capote inquires about the murders, Dewey says, “I don’t care if you catch who did this.” Capote says, “I care.”

It sets that Capote will not get any interview with Dewey. But Dewey’s wife, a big fan of Capote, invites him to dinner where he is able to chat Dewey over revealing secret information.

Capote then goes to a funeral home to see if he can get any more insider information. He sneaks into a room and opens the victim’s suitcases to discover their hands were wrapped in cotton.

In the end, the murderers were around, tried and convicted. Capote hands money to a prison warden to get unlimited access to murderers Perry Smith and Richard Hickock.

Capote builds a friendship with both Smith (Ethan Hawke) and Hickock (Mark Pelligrino), gaining their trust and forming a strong bond with Smith. Capote felt as if they had the same childhood struggles, moving from place to place and being raised in dysfunctional families.

“If I leave here without understanding you, the world will see you as a monster. Always, I don’t want that,” said Capote to Smith trying to pump him for information.

Although Capote and Smith were becoming friends, Capote’s behavior would mess up the friendship.

Capote’s first love was himself. He spent hours at parties in New York writing himself and the book he had yet to write. Finally, Capote starts writing his book and takes off to Spain before getting any details of the murder from Smith. He later returns to Smith to find out the murder details in what was one of the biggest twists in the movie.

Capote is one of the best movies I have seen in a long time and I definitely recommend it.

Pablo Garcia
Staff Writer

May 8, 2006

Stellar performance

The movie begins when Capote meets Chris (Tobey Maguire). The first person Capote meets seems that Capote will not be able to speak with him. Dewey says, “I care.”

The first person Capote meets is Chris’s Lorelai (Juliette Lewis) and Hickock (Mark Pelligrino), gaining their trust and forming a strong bond with Smith. Capote felt as if they had the same childhood struggles, moving from place to place and being raised in dysfunctional families.

“If I leave here without understanding you, the world will see you as a monster. Always, I don’t want that,” said Capote to Smith trying to pump him for information.

Although Capote and Smith were becoming friends, Capote’s behavior would mess up the friendship.

Capote’s first love was himself. He spent hours at parties in New York writing himself and the book he had yet to write. Finally, Capote starts writing his book and takes off to Spain before getting any details of the murder from Smith. He later returns to Smith to find out the murder details in what was one of the biggest twists in the movie.

Capote is one of the best movies I have seen in a long time and I definitely recommend it.
SAAB fights college drop-out rates

Jason Palmer
Staff Writer

A new organization helps young black males to take full advantage of a bright future ahead.

Bernardino Counties ParentRhood (SAAB) has helped to ensure the continued academic success of African American males by helping 80% of SAAB participants persist from freshman to sophomore year, and helping 86% of SAAB participants graduate.

"Over the years, SAAB has proven that through strong leadership and personal dedication, African American college men can achieve personal and academic success," said Bernardino, a member of the school's SAAB club.

This organization is not a club or fraternity, but an addition to the Student Union, which will help benefit African American students at Cal State San Bernardino.

They are involved in many programs such as tutoring high-school students, financial planning and much more. Some of their other programs for members are financial, spiritual and personal development.

Appearance and demeanor are huge factors to this organization because they promote leadership and strive for education among young African Americans. They teach young students how to dress properly when in the corporate world, as well.

Kijana Cash said, "We must be very focused in order to help young African Americans to function in the world." One of the main goals for the organization is to change the campus, and keep more black students in college because the dropout rate for African American students is at an all-time high.

Cash said, "Everyone is treat ed equally in this organization," which sets them apart from a club. And there are no egos involved, which sets them apart from a fraternity.

On Thurs., May 11, 2006, at 7 p.m. in room 210-211 of the Student Union, the brothers of SAAB invite you to learn "the system," as well as what they will not teach you in the classrooms.

The meetings are hosted by Mr. Corry Jackson, who is the assistant to the Governor of California.

A new member to the organization, Jeremy Vasquez, said, "This organization is a breath of fresh air, and I am living every moment of it."

SAAB organization meetings are held every week on Felicity at 3 p.m.

Day of prayer at CSUSB

Elizabeth Tezmin
Staff Writer

Students and faculty gathered by the flagpole, May 4, 2006, to pray for the nation.

Ian Smith, youth pastor of Oak Valley Family Church, led students and faculty in prayer for both our nation and for CSUSB.

"I have a prayer for unity, that people will forget about things that are not important but remember what is real and right," Smith said.

The National Day of Prayer was established in 1952 by a joint resolution of Congress and was signed into law by President Harry Truman.

This was the third official year that CSUSB hosted a National Day of Prayer at the school's flagpole.

Smith prayed for the national and local governments, President and First Lady Bush, the troops at home and overseas, the local police, all the faculty of the university, as well as Dr. Albert Kang.

"Prayer for our nation is a mandate," said Smith.

"We are to pray for our leaders, whether we voted for them or not. Prayer brings peace. We need peace. [This], we need prayer in the U.S.

The event opened with a song of worship and was preceded by the Pledge of Allegiance, which was led by CSUSB Police Lt. Jimmy Brown.

"This is not a political or rebellious rally," said Steve Wiggles, formerly of Big Tim Revival, who led the song of worship. "This is an event to pray for our nation."

"I used to go to 'See You at the Pole in high school,'" said CSUSB senior Leslie Miskuin.

"What better way is there then to spend a part of my day than to be encouraged by prayer?"

Liliaa Hernandez, committee member of the CSUSB National Day of Prayer, said that she was "praying to the Lord and He led me to load this event on campus."

Student, faculty, staff and students attended the National Day of Prayer event, located at CSUSB's flagpole, last Thursday, May 4, 2006.

Planned Parenthood
Orange and San Bernardino Counties

1 APPOINTMENT
1 HOUR
1 YEAR OF BIRTH CONTROL*
1-800-230-PLAN

Day of Prayer, said that she was "praying to the Lord and He led me to load this event on campus."
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The College of Education at CSUSB

Let You Touch the Future

WE OFFER PROGRAM OPTIONS IN:

- Elementary and Secondary Education
- Bilingual Education (with a Master's Degree)
- Special Education (with a Master's Degree)

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

San Bernardino Campus
- Elementary*, Secondary, and Bilingual Education
  Faculty Office Building, Room 126
  (909) 537-5650 or (909) 537-5603
- Special Education
  Faculty Office Building, Room 146, (909) 537-5621

Palm Desert Campus
- Credential and Graduate Programs in Education
  Indian Wells Center, Room 102
  (760) 341-2883 ext. 78108
  or (760) 341-2883 ext. 78109

California State University San Bernardino

Visit our website at www.csusb.edu/coe for more details

Accredited by NCATE and CTC

* Bachelor's degree and subject matter competency required

CSET coaching is available (http://rimspi.csusb.edu)
Latino Student Business Association prepares students for future

Yesenia Martinez
Staff Writer

Providing endless possibilities for the students of Cal State San Bernardino, the Latino Student Business Association (LSBA) can provide help to all those who seek it. Established as a Latino business organization, LSBA is diverse and open to all ethnicity and majors.

As their mission statement states, "LSBA exists for the purpose of exemplifying and encouraging professionalism amongst Latino students of all majors at CSUSB." Furthermore, we will provide our members with the opportunity to participate in programs and activities that will enhance their academic, personal and professional abilities.

"Our organization introduces our members to aspects of corporate and professional America, creating opportunities for interactions with accomplished individuals, creating a support network on campus, active involvement in the Latino community, community awareness through education for this and future generations," said Yvette Vasquez, member of LSBA.

Every month, LSBA hosts some type of event.

This month, they will be hosting their first ever Corporate Mixer that will be held at the university’s Santos Mossell Events Center, from 6-9 p.m. on Wed., May 10.

The purpose of the Mixer is to develop a sense of communication with various companies. There will be representatives from local and national corporations including Target, Enterprise, Beneficial Financial, Anheuser Busch, and Wells Fargo.

In addition, there will be many members from the 15 California State University campuses. These campuses give network opportunities to LSBA, since it is linked with the large United Latino Students group.

For more information on LSBA events, contact LSBA via their myspace.com account: LSBA at CSUSB. This is their virtual website where members have the opportunity to participate in a business card-collecting competition.

Another event that LSBA will be hosting is their Farewell on May 21, which will be held in Redlands; the location is still to be announced.

Also on their list of upcoming events is a social on May 25 at Trainers Club in the city of Riverside. On June 2, LSBA will host their Casino Night: Casino Night will be held at an alumni’s house, where a small fee will be charged to enter.

"LSBA is providing their students with a great asset to their college experience by providing them with the privilege of performing as guides," said Vasquez.

Their associated advisor, Dr. Tom Rivers, always has a task for them. LSBA participates in community service such as, "I'm going to college." Students may attend their weekly meetings on Wednesdays at 6 a.m. in room SMSU 210-211. At $1 a charge for the year, and the ability to commit, all that is required to become part of LSBA. Those interested may also find pertinent information on their myspace.com account: LSBA at CSUSB. This is their virtual website where students can find out more about LSBA.

Free Conference

Jump start your career with networking workshops, mentorship, and panels in the arts.

Conference Date: October 28 - 29, 2006
Application Deadline: June 2, 2006
Location: San Antonio, TX
Scholarship available to students who register.

"Maybe YOU are my match!" Attend the National Marrow Donor Program Bone Marrow Drive in order to give hope to thousands of patients in need of a transplant.

When: May 16th 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. and May 24th 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Where: The lawn in front of Pfau Library

San Bernardino County is hiring: Probation Officers Probation Correctional Officers

Contact: recruiter@prob.sbcounty.gov 909/387-6173
www.sbcounty.gov/probation

University Computer Repair

Complete Computer Troubleshooting & Repair
Software & Hardware Installation and more
In-home/office service calls
Reasonable prices
(909) 316-9204
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A series of ceramic art from different classes was put on display in the Visual Arts Building Gallery 105. The artists ranged in classes from beginner to advanced. If you missed this show, you can catch a new one by the end of the week.

Shows are changed every one and a half to two weeks.

Mike Artega LSBA members

Members showing support to the community at the LSBA walk.

This day in history

May 8
1764 The United States Post Office was established.
1821 Sweden abolished capital punishment.
1931 Gandhi began a hunger strike to protest British oppression in India.
1967 Muhammad Ali was indicted for refusing induction in U.S. Army.
1986 "New Coke" was released to the public on the 99th anniversary of Coca-Cola.

May 9
1429 Joan of Arc defeated the besieging English at Orleans.
1885 Joseph Balsam patented the beer-pump handle.
1960 The U.S.-Food and Drug Administration (FDA) first approved the use of an oral birth control pill.
1992 Nelson Mandela was chosen to be South Africa's first black president.

May 10
1908 The first Mother's Day observance took place during a church service in Grafton, W.Va.
1921 The Nazis staged massive public book burnings in Germany.
1966 Navy Lt. Cmdr. Dannie Cochran became the first black pilot to fly with the Blue Angels team.
2002 Dr. Pepper announced that it would be introducing a new flavor, Red Fusion, for the first time in 117 years.

May 11
1816 The American Bible Society was formed in New York City.
1838 Minnesota was admitted as the 32nd U.S. state.
1927 The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences was founded.
2001 U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft announced his decision to approve a 30-day delay of the execution of convicted Oklahoma City bomber, Timothy McVeigh.

May 12
1847 William Clayton invented the odometer.
1926 The airship Norge became the first vessel to fly over the North Pole.
1948 The state of Israel and its provisional government was established.
1992 Four suspects were arrested in the beating of truck-driver Reginald Denny at the start of the Los Angeles riots.

May 13
1831 The first practical printing press was patented in the U.S. by Samuel Rust.
1888 Slavery was abolished in Brazil.
1972 "Black Friday" occurred in Germany.
1967 Mickey Mantle hit his 500th homerun.

May 14
1796 The first smallpox vaccination was given by Edward Jenner.
1878 The name Vaseline was registered by Robert A.
1904 The state of Israel and its provisional government was established.
1994 The name Vaseline was registered by Robert A.
1967 Mickey Mantle hit his 500th homerun.
"Objective reporting" just a dream

Jennifer Knip Steffes

On-air pandemonium broke out in response to the opposing viewpoints regarding the boycotts and rallies of May 1. A television news program and a political radio show argued with tempests flaring at each other's expense. Perhaps the former displayed the degradation of journalistic integrity that has become the hallmark of local media. You "took this country, you all need to stop" said a news anchor. "You are a bunch of country-boys!" said Tom Volda, a reporter for Fox 11 News. He was arguing with the reactions that he saw from Ken Chaplin, host of a Los Angeles-based political commentary program, The John and Ken Show, which airs on KFI AM 640. Though they may have been the sentiment of the people in question's coverage, he had no right, he said, to make those claims. He was not justifying the delivery of objective news in the citizens of Southern California.

No matter what your stance on the issue of immigration, you are owed an impartial and dispassionate account.

Furthermore, I think that the intense emotion, tension and disturbance that this particular time in our history warrants information to be reported free from opinion so that we can all make our own decisions about the future of this country. Unfortunately, the media has failed in this respect.

Despite the ethical commitments of news reporters, there is still a perception prevalent in the media.

While I believe that this sentiment is important to publics, such as that which is prevalent in this country, I also believe, that it is equally important to make your audience aware that what you are saying is opinion instead of fact.

I understand that it is human nature to make judgments on information. I also understand that we have a narcissistic tendency to believe that those judgments are right and should be passed on to everyone. We can tell you all we want, we're still not going to believe it.

As a reporter, I believe that it is the duty of reporters to ignore those predispositions and report the news accurately and objectively. I'm not saying it's easy. I'm simply saying that they knowingly agreed to do so when they entered that particular profession. It should not be abandoned at any cost.

When news reporters start reporting their personal feelings and beliefs, into stories, they are doing a disservice to their audience. They are not only writing to persuade you under the radar, but they have basically argued that you do not have the mental capacity to disagree with your own ideas.

With Trixie Volden, they are delivering a FCC-mandated apology for his actions on the airwaves - scheduled before press time - but does not change the fact that he violated his obligation to report neutral news. Even if you agree with every word I say, I encourage you to stop them. I urge you to go out and gather as much information as you can and to divest your sources so you can make your own conclusions. It is not good enough to rely on what the reactions that others have heard.

The first impression is the last impression.

Most of us would automatically form a kind of impression about the store or hotel from what we have already read in other words, judging it by the cover.

The way we carry ourselves, carries on the way we dress and the way we do the work. We make judgments based on first impressions.

In all situations, before you try to further judge habits, judge things, our first impressions are based on what we first see and hear.

When you walk up to an active man or woman, before you talk to that person you are interested in, you are appealed to the physical appearance and body language. In the older words, you were first attracted to the cover of the book.

The attraction to the cover then causes you to proceed and open the book, or in this case, the vote to the man or woman to speak to him.

I do not think a lot of people understand the importance of presenting themselves in a way they want to be perceived. There are still many professionals who make themselves to appear physically gorgeous and to react at the reactions that others have because of their appearance.

Regardless of what you have on your judgments on other things, it is in your human nature to base our first judgments on first impressions and these first impressions are based on, you see, first attract your eyes. The way we walk, the way we talk.

Therefore, some words of wisdom, I would like to prompt you: When you are presenting yourself. If you feel people lack decisions about how to act, it may be that the way you give your information is not the one you expect others to have. Ultimately, the only one to blame for this is you.

I talk about being safe, which is a noble idea, but if that condom they give me fails and I'm stuck either having a baby or having to face your better belief that I am going to pull a McElroy Dunlop, rather than spending the $50 a year on the Kama Sutra" bag filled with lubricants. Thecondoms could be enough to have with the do either. Be the one that I picked out. If I'm going to go down, I picked it for the faulty condom, not because some random person could have some faulty condom. When it comes to your life, it is want to be perceived. There is only one thing that people is thinking, is that you came from? On-air will be perceived to talk to that person you are determined to what we first attract their attention.

The reactions that others have made based on the way we attract to the cover of the book. or in this case, walk up to an attract to the people's mind to what you are trying to say. They are making a sacrifice.

The second thing that people is thinking, is that you walked up to an attract to the people's mind to what you are trying to say. They are making a sacrifice.

I'm not saying it's easy; I'm saying it's possible and it is something that people believe about your health as much as you believe in yourself.

What's the deal with the people inside of the Health Center or at the Student Union Program Board passing out condoms? They are giving out condoms. They are not trying to be perceived. There is only one thing that people is thinking, is that you walked up to an attract to the people's mind to what you are trying to say. They are making a sacrifice.

I'm not saying it's easy; I'm saying it's possible and it is something that people believe about your health as much as you believe in yourself.

What's the deal with the people inside of the Health Center or at the Student Union Program Board passing out condoms? They are giving out condoms. They are not trying to be perceived. There is only one thing that people is thinking, is that you walked up to an attract to the people's mind to what you are trying to say. They are making a sacrifice.

I'm not saying it's easy; I'm saying it's possible and it is something that people believe about your health as much as you believe in yourself.

What's the deal with the people inside of the Health Center or at the Student Union Program Board passing out condoms? They are giving out condoms. They are not trying to be perceived. There is only one thing that people is thinking, is that you walked up to an attract to the people's mind to what you are trying to say. They are making a sacrifice.

I'm not saying it's easy; I'm saying it's possible and it is something that people believe about your health as much as you believe in yourself.
Attorneys above the allegations

Anther Garlington
Staff Writer

Kwame Brown, Kobe Bryant, Mark Sanchez, Reade Seligmann, and Collin Finnerty are all high-profile athletes that either are, or have been accused of alleged sexual assault. This has always been true in the sports industry, but lately it has become an ongoing subject.

24-year-old Lakers center Kwame Brown, is being investigated for a sexual assault that allegedly happened early Saturday after the Lakers lost Phoenix in Game 3. Brown denied any wrongdoing shortly before the Lakers’ loss Tuesday night in Phoenix.

No charges have been filed.

non did police say when or whom the report was filed by.

Another, high-profile, and upcoming athlete, 19-year-old USC backup quarterback Mark Sanchez, was arrested after a female student accused him of sexual assault.

Sanchez was released on $200,000 bail and is temporarily suspended from school according to espn.com. Detectives still have not finished the investigation on the alleged assault.

Seligmann and Finnerty of the Duke University Lacrosse team are in the midst of an ongoing investigation of an alleged sexual assault with a stripper. Meanwhile, the two students are suspended from school.

Byford, Lakers guard, was accused two years ago of sexual assault. The case was dismissed after the alleged victim decided not to participate in the case.

The common thread among these high-profile athletes is that they are young. Many of these sexual assault trials with the high-profile athlete don’t make it to court because some of these women are scared that they may ruin the athlete’s career. This does not seem to be the case anymore.

According to the USA TODAY.com, “Of those 168 allegations, involving 164 athletes, only 22 saw their cases go to trial, and only six cases resulted in convictions. In another 46 cases, a plea agreement was reached. Combined with the six athletes convicted at trial and one who pleaded guilty as charged, that gives the athletes a 32% total conviction rate in the resolved cases. That means more than two-thirds were never charged, saw the charges dropped or were acquired.”

These sexual assault cases have become very prominent and will continue to be prominent if these athletes keep pursuing themselves in these positions. They may be wrongly accused of something they may not have done.

It is very important to learn both sides of the case involving the accused and the accusers.

The facts may be very misleading and may have negative or positive effects of both his and her stories.

Robert Whitehead

BE AN ANGEL OF CHANGE.

CHANCE THE CHANCE LIVES OF PEOPLE LIVING WITH DISABILITIES WITH YOUR SUPPORT. EASTER SEAL PROVIDES EXCEPTIONAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN, YOUTH AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES. YOU CAN HELP KIDS GROW AND LIVE THEIR DREAMS AT GREATFUNDRAISER.COM

Sports

Conditioning equals camaraderie

Matt Phelps
Staff Writer

The off-season provides CSUSB men’s soccer team a time to train and fundraise for the upcoming season.

The team does their spring conditioning usually without the coach. This allows them the chance to do things on their own and grow as a team. They also practice without the seniors from last year.

Coach Noah Kooiman said he likes to empower the players to train and fundraise for the upcoming season.

CSUSB men’s soccer team a time to train and fundraise for the upcoming season.

The team is not training as usual and growing as a team. They also have no influence on the season.

Kooiman said he hopes to use the off-season to work on in the off-season.

Kooiman said he likes to open up leadership roles for the players who are coming off a high school. He doesn’t want to lose players to ineligibility due to bad grades. The team will also be hosting a 10-12 gram.

Kooiman said he hopes to have them playing players to ineligibility due to bad grades.

The other thing the team is going to work on in the off-season is fundraising.

Kooiman said he hoped to raise $15,000 – $17,000 for next season.

The team will be working together on a car wash that will hopefully put forth some good money towards their goal. Along with the car wash, each player will have to send three letters to people and ask for donations for the program.

The team will also be hosting a soccer camp July 10-12. Team members will teach youth on how to play soccer.

Kooiman and his team get to play some off-season games. The scores of these games don’t have any influence on the season. It is only for them to practice and grasp what kind of team they will have.

They recently played games at the Temecula Showcase. Each team participated in five games each.

"The guys are coming off a high," Kooiman said, noting, that the team ended last year with nine wins, ten losses and two ties. They made it to the CCAA and lost their first game to Cal State Dominguez Hills in overtime.

Lorenzo Loson and Oscar Garcia are two key players who are returning for next season.

Loson and Garcia were both named to the all-CCAA second team last year. Loson led the team in goals with nine.

Kooiman is in his second season as head coach of the CSUSB men’s soccer team. He is looking forward to the next season and thinks he will have a good team.

"I feel very proud about coming into next season," Kooiman said.

Robert Whitehead
CSUSB

Lorenzo Loson and Oscar Garcia are two key players who are returning for next season.

Loson and Garcia were both named to the all-CCAA second team last year. Loson led the team in goals with nine.

Kooiman is in his second season as head coach of the CSUSB men’s soccer team. He is looking forward to the next season and thinks he will have a good team.

"I feel very proud about coming into next season," Kooiman said.

Robert Whitehead
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Same Path, New Talent

Shane Johnson
3rd year

With expectations always high, CSUSB's Women's Cross Country team is set to continue where they left off last year. After finishing fifth in conference and 15th in regional last season, the team is hoping that runners and new coaches alike can compensate for the loss of All-American Tanya Zefirehahn.

Zefirehahn holds school records in the 3,000 and 6,000 meter runs and finished 28th in the 2004 NCAA National Championship.

Coach Tom Burton, in his 25th year as coach, isn't worried about the prospect of losing a quality runner like Zefirehahn.

"Obviously, when your number one runner leaves you, changes are going to take place. People are excited to see who will step up," Burton said.

The top five returners this year are freshmen Victoria Southworth, Juniors Holly DiGeramo and Megan Holt, and Sophomores Kari Brandt and Kristen Turner. However, the team finds itself in a fortunate position. Coach Burton believes that any girl on the team has the capability to be a top-five runner.

Also, the team's dynamic hasn't changed since the departure of Zefirehahn. The squad remains focused and dedicated.

That dedication has carried over into the classroom as well.

The Coyotes have a tough regional last season, the team is looking to continue to be Senior Rebecca Burleson said.

"Junior Torrez. However, DiGeramo Southworth, Juniors Holly capability to be a top-five runner.

The top five runners this year Zeferjahn holds school

In the fall, Zeferjahn went on to further build on the tournament. The top five runners this year

For the Coyotes, who led 7-3 in the half and shut out the Otters for the Coyotes, who led 7-3 in the half but the Tritons opened up a 6-3 advantage early in the third period. The Coyotes shut them out in the fourth period and closed to within one with 1:27 left in the match but could not get the equalizer.

Berg has two goals while Bethany Brett and Fergie Berg each scored two. Dohy played "for the Coyotes," not the "team," taking nine saves.

Reneker scored five goals and sisters Brett and Fergie Berg each scored two in CSUSB advanced to the fifth-place match in the tournament with a 1-0 win over Cal State East Bay. Reneker's second goal outing helped the Coyotes improve to 23-19 on the season. CSUSB led 2-1 at the end of the first period, then exploded for seven goals in the second period to take a 9-2 lead over the Penguins in the second round.

The "Yotes split another series, this time against CSUSB.

Seniors Rebecca Burleson, brand" said. "I don't think we're going to lose too many people this year. We have to work on being consistent and leaving nothing on the field.

The Coyotes finished fifth place in the West Regional Tournament with a team score of 896, just four shots out of first. The team was 14-over-par for 54 holes, beaten region champion Cal State Bakersfield (13-over), Saint Martin's University (plus-14), Grand Canyon (plus-19) and Cal State Stanislaus (plus-32).
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Senior Ryan plummet had his lowest back-to-back rounds of the year, opening Tuesday's 68 and his opening round of 70 on the par-71, Plummer's score of 69 was the result of six birdies, which put him in a tie for second place with Shane Prante of San Martin's College. Ralph Bagnell rallied on Tuesday with a round of 70 and five birdies, which were four shots better than his Monday round.

The "Yotes finished seventh place in the WWPA Tournament with a team score of 898, just four shots out of first. The team was 14-over-par for 54 holes, beaten region champion Cal State Bakersfield (13-over), Saint Martin's University (plus-14), Grand Canyon (plus-19) and Cal State Stanislaus (plus-32).

Junior Tim Montoya has 34 strikeouts with an ERA of 5.46.
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